Achieve Publication
Success with Campus

Drafting and publishing a research paper can be a complicated process.
Campus is a collection of courses that simplifies it. These 10 courses, created and
reviewed by experts in each topic and delivered through an engaging format,
guide researchers through the entire process, helping them achieve publication
success and maximize the impact of their research.
Primarily designed for early-career researchers, the courses will also benefit
experienced team members ready to update their skills.
Customer Benefits

Researcher Benefits

· Develop researchers‘ writing and
publishing skills

· Comprehensive education

· Maximize the opportunity to
publish research in high impact
journals from the start of the
researcher’s career
· Provide trusted resources that
support ethically sound research
· Receive monthly reports on course
progress

to improve writing for academic
publishing

· Insights into international
publication standards

·W
 ork at an individual pace

with flexible, self-timed and
assessed courses

· Achievements validated with certification

GET STARTED NOW! Send all enquiries to: campus@karger.com

Increase the quality and impact of your researchers’ work!
Course Topics

Key Features

1. How to conduct ethically
sound research

· Essential – covers key aspects on
publishing research

2. How to avoid your paper
being rejected

· Focused – 10 courses.
Practical, relevant and comprehensive

3. How to write a compelling
case report

· Interactive – keeps students
engaged and interested

4. How to write a clinical
research paper

· Trusted – created and delivered by
Karger Publishers – over 130 years‘
experience

5. How to review a clinical
research paper

· Multilingual – delivered in 6 languages

6. How to choose a target journal
7. How to review a systematic
review paper
8. How to write a systematic
review paper
9. How to decide on preprints and
open access license

Exclusive Content
 webinars per calendar year for
4
Campus students based on the most
common questions submitted.
A perfect opportunity to dive into open
questions and join a live session.

10. How to get your paper noticed
following publication
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Have a look at the
available courses:

